CUSTOM IMPRINTING
Head Protection and Welding Helmets
Honeywell Safety Products custom imprinting is unparalleled in
the industry. With our dedicated team members and state of-the-art
machines, we are committed to providing customer satisfaction
and efficient turnaround. Customization helps promote your
company and brand, gives character to a personal safety item,
and makes it easier to identify your workers on a job site.

Pad Printing
Pad printing is a printing process using a flexible
silicon rubber-pad to transfer an inked image
located on a photo engraved-plate, onto the surface
of an object. This unique process can transfer fine
letters, intricate lines and graphics.

Personalize your hard hats
• Artwork is pad printed onto the hard hat
• Logos can be placed on the front, sides,
or back of the hard hat
• Ability to print up to 4 colors per location
• High visibility tape* can also be added for
an extra margin of protection

Personalize your welding helmets
• Artwork is pad printed onto the welding helmet
• Logos can be placed on the top or sides of
the welding helmet
• Ability to print up to 4 colors per location
*When reflective tape is applied, logos can only be
applied to the front and back locations.

WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW
Customer logos, slogans, etc. can be printed on thermoplastic
or HDPE protective hats and caps, welding helmets, and
faceshields with our state-of-the-art pad printing process.
Custom imprinting details:

Artwork
Preferred
EPS file format (vector image), all fonts
must be outlined
Accepted
High resolution JPG (300 DPI or greater)
Physical printed material such as: business
cards, letterheads, actual hard hat or stickers
Not accepted
Web images, logos embedded in any
Microsoft office documents, low resolution
scans or faxed images of intricate logos

Color Matching
We can print up to 4 colors per location. Exact PMS
(Pantone Matching System) is preferred. If Pantone
number is not available, colors can be matched
to a business card, letterhead, or any printed material
supplied. If PMS color is not available and no item
has been submitted for color matching, one will
be chosen from our standard process. Logo colors
on hats other than white may not match PMS color
exactly due to the hat color bleeding through the
color of the logo. Please note that colors cannot
be matched from online or e-mailed images without
actual Pantone numbers.

Lead Times

If artwork is available, we will have it produced at no
additional charge. A draft of the artwork will be sent to
the customer/distributor for approval. Order will not be
entered or scheduled for art production until we have
received customer/distributor approval. Once an order
has been approved and processed, no changes or
cancellations can be made.

• 2 weeks after artwork approval for stock color hats

Upon request, customer supplied artwork will be returned. Materials provided to have artwork produced
cannot be returned. All dies and film remain property
of Fibre-Metal by Honeywell or North by Honeywell.
Copies of Fibre-Metal or North produced artwork will
be provided for a $20.00 processing fee.

Minimum Order Quantities

Pad printing requires a number of graphic production
steps to convert artwork to the format required for the
printing process. To partially offset these costs there is
a one-time preparation charge of $90.00 per imprint
design charged to the first order only. Changing ink
colors during production requires a $25.00 charge.

• 6 weeks after artwork approval for non-stock
color hats
• Special order colors available but require 4-5
week lead time

• 2 full cases (quantity each depends on model)
• For special order colors, minimum order
ranges from 144 pieces to 480 pieces
depending on style.
• Must place orders in case quantities, colors
cannot be mixed to obtain case quantity

Customer Service: 800-430-4110
www.northsafety.com

